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Abstract
I acknowledge that the example of LaBuz does show that Proposition
9 in [3] and therefore the proof of Proposition 10 is incorrect. I show what
the correct “universal basis” is.
The example of LaBuz, Example 7.1 in [2], does indeed show that there
is an error in [3]. Specifically, in the proof of Proposition 10, using an incor-
rect Proposition 9, it is claimed that the collection of all G = φ−1
E
(E∗) where
E is an arbitrary entourage is a “universal basis” for X˜. Example 7.1 of [2]
shows this is incorrect. In fact the correct universal basis consists of entourages
G = φ−1
EA
(E∗
A
). I will restate this definition in the language of [4] to explain
why this is true. For an arbitrary entourage E, let D := φE(E
c) and define
G :=
(
φD
)
−1
(D∗). In [4], Corollary 28, I showed, completely independent of
[4], that in a weakly chained space, D is a covering entourage. The underlying
assumption in [3] (that the images of the maps φE are uniformly open) is stated
as Corollary 23.2 in [4], and Corollary 23 states that this is equivalent to weakly
chained. For coverable spacesX , it was shown in Theorem 51, [1], that X˜ is uni-
versal, and in fact the collection (in the notation of [4]) of all G := (φD)−1(D∗)
is a universal basis, where D is a covering entourage.
It is worth noting that φE(E
c)∗ is an entourage in a different covering space
(XEc) from the one in which E
∗ is an entourage (XE). All of these things are
nicely illustrated by the example of LaBuz, as follows. In the first version of
this note I gave a description of the covering space XE , for the entourage E
of LaBuz. XE is not chain connected, which means that φ
E is not surjective,
so E is not a covering entourage. Moreover, the lift to the basepoint in XE
of the path from the basepoint a to the center o “unrolls” so that its endpoint
is no longer E∗-close to any points on the particular hexagon that is in the
component of the basepoint. Instead, it is E∗-close to the points in the hexagon
in the “next” component. Therefore Ec does not contain any ordered pairs
containing an E-chain ending at o. Therefore D := φE(E
c) doesn’t contain any
1
pairs involving o. Since o cannot be reached, D-chains wrapping once around
the hexagon are not D-null, so XD is the universal cover, and D
∗ is a “universal
entourage” in X˜ as predicted by Theroem 51 of [1].
In the last version of [4], no theorems from [3] are used. In fact [4] confirms
that the main statement (Theorem 12) of [3] but with a much simpler (and
correct!) proof. I apologize for any confusion or wasted time that may have
resulted from this error. In particular, I owe Dr. LaBuz an apology not just for
doubting his claim but for becoming overly impatient in our private discussions.
I had in my own mind that I had corrected the error prior to publication, and
I didn’t look at [3] again carefully enough.I should have shown my more junior
colleague more respect. And in the end it was concerns about his example
that motivated me to find a much simpler proof that weakly chained spaces are
coverable, leaving out [3] altogether.
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